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C10JBOP

Origin: Japan

Steel: Super Blue

Handle: Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon

sprint
runs
a limited edition production of any

edge configuration: plainedge

Origin: Japan

Steel: Super Blue

Handle: Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon

Origin: Japan

closed 4.98in 126mm
OVERALL 8.78in 223mm
BLADE 3.80in 97mm
edge 3.44in 87mm
Blade Thickness 0.118in 3.0mm
weight 3.4oz 96g
GRIND Full-flat

different than what has been previously
produced. It can include changes
in the handle color, materials,
blade steel, coatings, etc.
The quantity of each Sprint Run

C110GPBL
Origin: japan

Blade Steel: VG-10

Handle Material: G-10

Blade Steel: VG-10 Damascus

Handle Material: Jigged Bone / Titanium Bolsters

edge configuration: plainedge

closed 4.92in 125mm
OVERALL 8.77in 223mm
BLADE 3.85in 98mm
edge 3.42in 87mm
Blade Thickness 0.118in 3.0mm
weight 5.3oz 150g
GRIND Full-flat

Origin: japan

Blade Steel: VG-10

Handle Material: Nishijin glass fiber

edge: plainedge

One of Spyderco’s specialties is synthesizing style and function into
extremely compact packages. The Spin exemplifies these properties,
offering an efficient full-flat-ground Wharncliffe blade paired with a handle
constructed of one solid stainless steel scale and one of handsome blue
Nishijin glass fiber. The stainless scale houses the knife’s Reeve Integral
Lock (R.I.L.) mechanism that locks the blade securely open and also
supports a pocket clip configured for right-side tip-down carry. This
limited-edition Sprint run puts a new “Spin” on a classic design.

closed 3.46in 88mm
OVERALL 6.50in 165mm
BLADE 1.84in 47mm
edge 1.48in 38mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 2.8oz 79g
GRIND Full-flat

closed 2.50in 64mm
OVERALL 4.13in 105mm
BLADE 1.85in 47mm
edge 1.62in 41mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 1.3oz 37g
GRIND Full-flat

C40GP C40GP C40GP

820 Spyderco Way
Golden, co 80403 • U.S.A.
Toll Free: 800-525-7770
local: 303-279-8383
FAX: 303-278-2229
*Information in this catalog is subject to change without notice. Spyderco reserves the right
to change or modify products, materials, measurements, technical specifications, pricing and
availability. Spyderco products are intended to be used in accordance with local, state and federal
laws and ordinances in your area. Contact Spyderco or your local dealer for information or questions.

<< Jot Singh Khalsa Sprint

DYAD GRAY G-10 Sprint >>
Origin: Japan

Steel: VG-10

Handle: G-10

Origin: japan

edge configuration: PlainEdge blade & SpyderEdge blade

The Dyad revolutionized the concept of the traditional twin-blade pocketknife by adding the advantages of
one-handed opening, convenient clip carry, reliable patented by-pass lock mechanisms, and both the cutting
power of a serrated edge and the finesse of a plain edge. This pocket powerhouse is back in limited quantities
as a Sprint run, featuring textured gray G-10 scales and an all-new four-position hourglass clip. Its VG-10
stainless steel blades include a SpyderEdge sheepfoot profile and a full-flat-ground plain edge clip-point,
giving you the power and versatility to tackle virtually any cutting chore.

closed 4.65in 118mm
OVERALL 8.43in 214mm / 3.35in 85mm
BLADE 3.78in 96mm/ 3.35in 85mm
edge 3.39in 86mm/ 2.76in 70mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm/ 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 5.8oz 164g
GRIND Hollow/Full-flat
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SPIN NISHIJIN GLASS FIBER Sprint>>

edge configuration: plainedge

Designed by Chad Los Banos, the Lava is a uniquely ergonomic design that
locks firmly into your hand during use. Its dual finger grooves place the edge
directly in line with your knuckles for maximum control and cutting power. This
limited-edition Sprint Run of the Lava features a VG-10 stainless steel blade,
full skeletonized stainless steel liners and back spacer, bright blue textured
G-10 scales, and detailed jimping (texturing) on the thumb ramp and indexfinger choil. A stout back lock mechanism locks the blade firmly in the open
position, and a reversible hourglass clip offers ambidextrous tip-up carry.

closed 4.25in 108mm
OVERALL 7.15in 182mm
BLADE 2.90in 74mm
edge 2.56in 65mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 2.4oz 68g
GRIND Full-flat

C44GP&SGY C44GP&SGY

produced is determined by Spyderco.

>>

C86GFBLP

Lava Blue G-10 Sprint >>

edge configuration: plainedge

Hitachi Metals Ltd. is one of the premier steel manufacturers in Japan. Their
Aogami Super Blue steel combines the same high quality iron sand used in
legendary Japanese swords with high-tech alloys to create a steel capable
of extreme sharpness and edge retention. The Delica4 Super Blue takes an
ordinary gray-handled lightweight Delica and supercharges it with a laminated
blade consisting of a Super Blue core sandwiched between layers of stainless.
Full flat ground for exceptional edge geometry, this limited-edition Sprint run is
sure to be one of the most prized Delica variants ever produced.

sprint runs

Paying tribute to one of the most timeless knife designs ever produced, this
breathtaking expression of the Endura features a blade made of a dramatic
31-layer material consisting of a VG-10 core clad on each side by 15-layer
Damascus steel. Its handle is constructed of fileworked stainless steel liners,
gold anodized solid titanium bolsters, and handsomely polished orange
jigged bone scales. The ultimate rendering of one of our most popular
designs, each of these exquisitely crafted limited-edition knives comes with a
protective zippered pouch.

Delica4 Super Blue Sprint >>

Spyderco product in a configuration

>>

<< Endura Damascus Orange Jigged Bone Sprint

C11FPGYE C11FPGYE

A Spyderco Sprint Run is defined as

sprint runs

C10JBOP

Endura4 Super Blue Sprint >>
The destinies of our Delica and Endura have always been intertwined—and with
good reason. Like its smaller counterpart, the defining characteristic of this
extraordinary version of the Endura4 is its full-flat-ground blade with an Aogami
Super Blue core stainless steel outer layers. It is housed in a gray fiberglassreinforced-nylon handle with skeletonized stainless steel liners, a reliable back
lock mechanism, and a versatile four-position pocket clip. Produced in limited
numbers, this unique expression of the Endura is an uncommon blend of
superior cutting performance and a comfortable, familiar format.

>>

Blade Steel: VG-10

Handle Material: G-10

edge configuration: plainedge

Knifemaker Jot Singh Khalsa is known worldwide for his beautifully crafted custom knives and jewelry. A devout
follower of the Sikh religion, he specializes in Kirpans, the sacred and deeply symbolic knives of the Sikhs. In
2000, he applied his design flair to one of the most unique and rare Spyderco production folders ever produced.
Back for the first time as a limited-edition Sprint run, the Khalsa folder combines the intricate artistry of his
traditional designs with the functionality of a modern folding knife. It features a VG-10 stainless steel blade, Walker
LinerLock™ mechanism, and textured black G-10 handles, all rendered in Khalsa’s unmistakable style.

closed 4.13in 105mm
OVERALL 6.99in 178mm
BLADE 2.86in 73mm
edge 2.43in 62mm
Blade Thickness 0.118in 3.0mm
weight 3.6oz 102g
GRIND Flat Saber
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<< Domino

<< hungarian folder
Origin: Taiwan

Blade Steel: CTS XHP

Handle Material: G-10 / Stainless Steel Bolsters

The latest edition to Spyderco’s groundbreaking Ethnic Series of knives, the Hungarian
folder pays homage to the traditional pocketknife of Hungary. Designed by Hungarian
architect and knife enthusiast Szakonyi Gábor, this beautiful knife faithfully captures
the graceful lines of the traditional “fejesgörbe” (“header curved”) folding knife, as
well as the spirit of quality that typifies Hungarian folk art. Featuring Walker LinerLock
construction, full stainless steel liners, sculpted stainless steel bolsters, polished G-10
scales, and a full-flat-ground CTS™ XHP blade, this extraordinary knife represents a
powerful links between traditional artistry and state-of-the-art manufacturing.

Origin: Taiwan,

edge configuration: plainedge

Blade Steel: CTS xhp

C174GP C174GP

Chaparral Stepped Titanium >>

Double Bevel >>

Blade Steel: CTS xhp

Handle Material: titanium

edge configuration: Plainedge

Spyderco’s Chaparral series renders a highly refined gentleman’s folder
design with state-of-the-art handle materials and treatments. The latest
addition to this family features solid titanium handle scales meticulously
CNC machined with an intricate three-dimensional “stepped” pattern. This
exquisitely crafted knife features a full-flat-ground CTS™ XHP stainless
steel blade, a back lock mechanism, and a reversible deep-pocket wire
clip that supports ambidextrous tip-up carry.

Origin: japan

Blade Steel: VG-10

Handle Material: G-10

C29GFBLP C29GFBLP
Origin: JAPAN

Blade Steel: vg-10

Handle Material: nishijin glass fiber

closed 4.17in 106mm
OVERALL 7.56in 192mm
BLADE 3.39in 86mm
edge 3.23in 82mm
Blade Thickness 0.118in 3.0mm
weight 3.5oz 99g
GRIND Hollow/Flat

Pingo Orange >>

edge configuration: plainedge

Compact, unobtrusive, yet capable of cutting performance far beyond its size, the
Cricket has long been a Spyderco fan favorite. The newest version of this handy
tool features a spectacular blue Nishijin glass fiber scale. Inspired by the intricate
Nishijin weaving process developed in Japan more than 1,200 years ago, this
stunning material complements the handle’s stainless steel scale and Reeve Integral
Lock (R.I.L.) mechanism to yield an elegantly functional modern pocketknife.

closed 2.75in 70mm
OVERALL 4.65in 118mm
BLADE 1.90in 48mm
edge 1.63in 41mm
Blade Thickness 0.079in 2.0mm
weight 1.7oz 48g
GRIND Hollow

Origin: ITALY

Blade Steel: N690Co

TM

closed 4.55in 116mm
OVERALL 7.68in 195mm
BLADE 3.13in 80mm
edge 2.94in 75mm
Blade Thickness 0.118in 3.0mm
weight 4.1oz 116mm
GRIND Full-flat

OpFocus, short for “Operational Focus”—is a view of Spyderco’s products from the
perspective of the duty-bound armed professional, first responder, martial artist, or
defense-minded civilian. It is intended to highlight the mission-oriented features of
our products to enable customers with specific operational needs to make educated
choices. OpFocus is still 100% Spyderco—just viewed through the perspective of
those with operational needs.
For more information, please visit www.spyderco.com/opfocus

Dragonfly2 Lightweight Orange >>
Origin: Japan

Blade Steel: vg-10

Handle Material: Fiberglass Reinforced Nylon

How’s this for a “bright” idea? Take our popular Dragonfly2
Lightweight and offer it in the equally popular color option
of bright safety orange. The result is the same proven
performance and carry-anywhere convenience that define the
Dragonfly2, combined with the uniqueness and high visibility
of an orange handle.

C170GP C170GP
Origin: JAPAN

C163POR C163POR

<< CRICKET NISHIJIN GLASS FIBER

edge configuration: plainedge

Handle Material: Fiberglass Reinforced nylon

Blade Steel: VG-10

FB32GP FB32GP
<< serrata

Handle Material: G-10

Origin: Taiwan

edge configuration: Plainedge

Designed by Spyderco’s founder, Sal Glesser, the Karahawk is a highly evolved folding version of the
Southeast Asian karambit. Its gently curved hawkbill blade is precision machined from VG-10 stainless
steel and features both our Trademark Round Hole™ and an Emerson Opening Feature to ensure swift,
positive blade deployment. It is supported by a high-strength back lock mechanism designed to withstand
the stresses of defensive use and mated to a handle constructed of full skeletonized stainless steel liners
capped with textured G-10 scales. The handle features a ring at the butt to facilitate traditional karambit
manipulation techniques and is sized to keep the knife exceptionally compact and easy to carry. A
reversible hourglass clip supports tip-up standard-grip and reverse-grip carry on both sides of the body.

closed 4.50in 114mm
OVERALL 6.50in 165mm
BLADE 2.35in 60mm
edge 2.05in 52mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 3.8in 108mm
GRIND Saber

C146CFBBKP C146CFBBKP
<< Szabo Folder Black Blade

edge configuration: plainedge

Designed by Danish custom knifemakers Jens Anso and Jesper Voxnaes to conform to the
strict knife laws of Denmark, the Pingo has attracted interest far beyond its original market.
This practical, do-everything folder is the perfect everyday carry tool for many knife users,
and its non-locking, two-hand-opening design makes it very socially and legally friendly.
New for 2013, the orange-handled Pingo provides the same high-performance N690Co
blade, reversible deep-pocket wire clip, and durable fiberglass-reinforced-nylon handles as
the original, but in high-visibility safety orange that’s hard to misplace.

closed 3.45in 88mm
OVERALL 5.80in 147mm
BLADE 2.35in 60mm
edge 2.08in 53mm
Blade Thickness 0.110in 2.8mm
weight 1.9in 54mm
GRIND Full-flat

Origin: Taiwan

Blade Steel: CPM S30v

edge: plainedge

closed 3.33in 85mm
OVERALL 5.61in 142mm
BLADE 2.28in 58mm
edge 1.88in 48mm
Blade Thickness 0.098in 2.5mm
weight 1.3oz 37g
GRIND Full-flat

<< Karahawk
edge configuration: plainedge

Widely acknowledged as the father of custom tactical folding knives, Bob Terzuola
designed the Double Bevel to offer both the superior edge geometry of a full-flat grind
and the strength of a hollow grind with full thickness spine.. Its VG-10 steel blade
features a tanto-style point for strength and the sleek profile that characterizes Terzuola’s
no-nonsense designs. The ergonomic handle’s textured G-10 scales provide a secure
grip and are supported by skeletonized liners that also form the foundation of the knife’s
sturdy Walker LinerLock™ mechanism. A 4-way clip supports immediate access.

closed 3.60in 91mm
OVERALL 6.35in 161mm
BLADE 2.75in 70mm
edge 2.30in 58mm
Blade Thickness 0.077in 1.9mm
weight 2.7oz 77g
GRIND Full-flat

Handle Material: Titanium & Carbon Fiber Laminate

Designed by Eric Glesser, the Domino is the second Spyderco knife to feature a Kit
Carson-inspired flipper opener. Its full-flat-ground blade is machined from premium
CTS™ XHP steel and rides on specially designed ball bearing washers for an ultrasmooth opening action. The handle features a solid titanium scale on one side and
a skeletonized titanium liner and black Cubic Check Carbon Fiber Laminate scale on
the other. The titanium scale houses a high-strength Reeve Integral Lock (R.I.L.)
mechanism with a steel interface that serves double duty as an overtravel stop. For
ease and versatility of carry, the Domino also includes a black, four-position pocket clip.

closed 4.83in 123mm
OVERALL 8.46in 215mm
BLADE 3.63in 92mm
edge 3.30in 84mm
Blade Thickness 0.114in 2.9mm
weight 4.3in 122mm
GRIND Full-flat

C152STIF C152STIF
Origin: Taiwan

C28POR2

C172CFP C172CFP C172CFP

3 C173GP C173GP

Handle Material: carbon fiber/g-10 laminate

edge configuration: plainedge

Laci Szabo’s larger-than-life folder is an incredible blend of design flair and hardcore function. To
make this amazing knife even more suitable for tactical applications, it is now available with
a non-reflective black TiCN blade coating and a sure-grip handle boasting black Cubic
Check carbon fiber/G-10 laminate scales. Its other critical features, including a dramatic
Scimitar-shaped CPM S30V blade, high-strength Compression Lock mechanism,
enhanced self-close feature, and four-position clip and skeletonized liners, all remain the
same. Low profile meets high performance in the new all-black Szabo folder.

closed 5.65in 144mm
OVERALL 10.25in 260mm
BLADE 4.60in 117mm
edge 4.05in 103mm
Blade Thickness 0.157in 4.0mm
weight 6.9oz 196g
GRIND Hollow

Blade Steel: cast 440c
Handle Material: G-10

edge configuration: plainedge

Stuart Ackerman is
a custom knifemaker from
New Zealand with a penchant for
practical fixed-blade knives that you
can count on in a pinch. His Serrata design
definitely fits that description. Its thick, leaf-shaped
blade is made by casting 440C stainless steel—a
process that creates dendritic (“tree-like”) crystalline
structures that give it exceptional strength, ductility,
and cutting ability. The blade is full-flat-ground for
strength and has a distal taper to reduce weight,
enhance edge geometry, and provide an exceptional
balance. Its contoured handle scales are made of
skeletonized full-tang black G-10 handle scales
and are meticulously shaped to fill the hand while
eliminating “hot spots.” The Serrata comes complete
with a custom-molded Boltaron® sheath with G-Clip
attachment. Sheath Not Shown.

OVERALL 9.00in 229mm
BLADE 4.65in 118mm
edge 4.125in 105mm
Blade Thickness
0.205in 5.2mm
weight 6.2oz 126g
GRIND Full-flat

